In manufacturing and assembly the buffers are used on the one hand for the decoupling of process steps, on the other hand to avoid the negative effects of failures. The aim is always to reach an efficient work of the equipment with high throughput by good economy. Factories with identical manufacturing lines producing equal products or workpieces offer the possibility of applying the principle of the buffer network. The configuration of the new model is focussed on the combination of two common identical manufacturing lines which are combined by joint buffers. Initially, this combination entails a reduction of required buffer size which finally results in a reduction of original buffer capacities by half, reduction of space required, reduced effects of failures, economically practicable increase in throughput and thus a reduction in capital expenditure. 
Introduction
Based on the possibilities of linkages the order of the buffers in the equipment layout is illustrated. This leads to the evaluation of the combined structure. To investigate this structure the analytical method as well as the simulation is applied. The comparison of the structure entails clear results with regard to space required, throughput and failure effects. Flexible manufacturing systems can be improved by the development of the production principle, (see e.g. [Tuff.1988] ). To reduce intermediate storage times between working stations, [Adam.1993] tended toward linked manufacturing so that workpiece movements within batch production are performed flexible. The contribution on hand develops a new strategy to optimize identical manufacturing lines performing different types of manufacturing. The main components of the flexible manufacturing line are featured by working stations which are connected by intermediate buffers (see [Renn.1986] ). Each working station comprises one or more working units (machines, labor). Intermediate buffers serve as buffers accommodating one or more workpieces and/or workpiece carriers, just to bridge time. To arrange a manufacturing line, in most cases one or several of the following conventional structures are adopted (see [Kuhn.1998 ], [Salv.2001] ):
• Stiff linkage of working stations ( Fig. 1.a) : which means a firm sequence of working stations where the workpieces are machined. Workpiece movement from one station to the next is limited by the state of following station, i.e. depends on its state (workpiece is still being machined, station is clear or failed).
• Loose and elastic linkage of working stations ( Fig. 1.b) : The stations are connected by buffers. The main goal of these buffers is to prevent waiting times for workpieces at a station and/or avoid blocking of a workpiece at the preceding station. Varying machining times between the stations are compensated by buffers.
• Branched (non-linear) linkage of working stations ( Fig. 1.c) : In this configuration, one buffer can be used by several stations, i.e. the buffer is provided as entrance buffer for many stations. Furthermore, multi-step buffering of one station or several stations can be performed. Figure 1 .c shows the possibility of using a by-pass buffer (see [Furm.1992] ) of linear or non-linear manufacturing lines. 
Manufacturing lines combined by buffers
Buffers in a manufacturing line provide compensation for differing machining times at successive stations: buffer may be arranged between two stations each, (Fig. 1.b ) so that the component numbers of the manufacturing lines will double and capital outlay cost will increase. Considering several production lines producing equal products in a factory there is a demand for optimization of such lines and for reduction of costs. For this purpose, two lines are connected to each other by buffers. The following assumptions are made to prepare the new model:
• The two manufacturing lines are identical so that they feature equal components and conditions of use.
• The two lines execute similar orders so that equal products are being made.
To construct the new model, two side-by-side stations each of the two lines (symmetrical arrangement) are connected by a common exit buffer. The buffers available in one of the two lines are used as common exit buffers (Fig. 2) . It is also possible to modify buffer capacities. 
Reducing the planned buffer capacities by half
The goal to reduce the number of buffers by half does not necessarily means an increase in buffer capacities to maintain the output achieved before. As long as the distribution of machining times at the two parallel working stations is not constant (e.g. general or Erlang distribution), the workpieces leaving the stations do not usually arrive at the common buffer at the same time.
In an analogous way, they do not leave it simultaneously, either. Workpiece movements from the common buffer as well as to the common buffers depend on buffer capacities and on the distribution of the machining times to the stations which are connected with that buffer. Buffer capacities are calculated by adopting the analytical method and simulation. With the support of the analytical method some material flow systems can be investigated in order to calculate the mean buffer capacities due to a time period that is long enough, so good estimations for simple systems are possible. While simulation can emulate more complex real systems and determine optimal buffer capacities in limited desired time. The simulation model must represent the real systems exactly enough in order to be allowed to draw conclusions from the simulation experiments (cp. [VDI 3633]).
3.1 Application analytical method
Literature refers to a number of material flow systems analyzed by adopting the queueing theory, not only in the manufacturing sector and in logistics e. ; P m : The probability that a workpiece cannot be machined immediately (k > m)
Approximation of Krämer-Langenbach-Belz: This diagram shows that the higher the value (m), the higher is the saving of buffer capacity, when the utilization ρ is constant (ρ= ρ1= ρ2). The mean value of buffer capacity in the combined manufacturing line can be reduced by more than half.
Applying simulation
With the aid of simulation, real conditions can be reproduced and sufficient details visualized. It is assumed that buffer capacities (Fig. 4) are limited. If the machining times of two successive stations are almost identical (identical mean value and different deviation), so the combined structure of a manufacturing lines provide a significant 50 % reduction of the buffer capacities planned. Example: It is assumed that the mean value of the machining times at station A, C, D, L, M, N, A1, C1, D1, L1, M1 and N1 in Fig. 4 is 30 seconds Erlang distributed, 10 seconds standard variation, lower limit 20 seconds and upper limit 40 seconds. The capacities planned for two symmetrical buffers each (b2, b5 and b3, b6) in two conventional manufacturing lines mean 10 storage locations totalling to 20 storage locations per manufacturing line. These buffer capacities were chosen according to the diagrams 2 and 3 so that an as large as possible throughput in consideration of the increasing of buffer utilization (cp. diagram 4) and thus a reduction in buffer costs are achievable. If the capacity of common buffers (P_2_5, P_3_6) in a combined structure comprises 10 storage locations, an almost identical throughput is achieved as compared to the conventional structure. The times to be spent in buffers (machining time, recovering time or cycle time) have been considered to be negligible. Diagrams 2 and 3 illustrate the following:
• With increased buffer capacities in a manufacturing line throughput increases, too.
• However, there is an optimal buffer capacity so that a further increase in capacity would produce no or only a small negligible improvement of throughput.
• As regards the new structure, the buffer capacities are to be reduced by half.
The combination results in a higher flexibility for the supply of the following processes from preceding processes in both manufacturing lines. By use of smaller required buffer capacities this flexibility leads to the decrease of time losses. The diagram 4 illustrates a probability of frequencies of the contents of the last buffers (P2, P5 and P_2_5) optimized in the three different manufacturing lines which have been shown in Fig. 4 . 
Reduction of space required
The new structure provides that the areas of buffers which are no longer necessary, hence the areas for these buffers previously arranged in-between the manufacturing line are gained. The larger the difference between the machining times, the larger the buffer capacity to be provided. This increase in buffer capacity is necessary to increase the rate of utilization of working stations by reducing the blocking times and finally to increase throughput. As for example, vertical buffers are available as an economic solution in combined manufacturing lines.
Further increase of throughput
As each entrance buffer in the combined manufacturing line is fed by two stations, the waiting time at the following stations is reduced which results in an increase of throughput, but this possibility diminishes when the capacity of the common buffer is limited so that the blocking time increases due to the fact that buffers are charged to capacity. However, in specific cases, significant increase in throughput can be obtained. If the machining time of a station in Fig. 1 ,b is longer than the machining time of the immediately preceding station, but smaller than double so that adding of a parallel identical station for increased throughput is inefficient, the new structure offers the possibility of adding a parallel station to the two symmetrical stations. Example: On the assumption that the mean value of the machining times at stations A, L, A1 and L1 in Fig. 5 is 20 seconds and those of stations C, M, C1, M1 and C2 30 seconds (Erlang distribution), the throughput of the combined manufacturing line as a whole may efficiently increase by max. 30 % (see diagram 5).
Reduction of failure effects consequences
In this new configuration, two parallel stations each are supplied with workpieces by one input buffer and the finished workpieces are supplied to an exit buffer so that there are no direct connections between the stations (cp. fig  2) . If failure occurs at a station, so its effect on the manufacturing line will be relatively small as the following stations will be fed by a common input buffer and simultaneously the upstream stations will be disposed of workpieces in the relevant common exit buffer. Furthermore, in most cases the capacity of the common buffer (e.g. b_2_5) (see Fig. 4 ) can be dimensioned to be bigger than the capacities of the respective buffers (b2, b5). Generally, the effects of failures depend on the duration of failures, on the capacities of input and exit buffers of the stations and on arrival and service rate.
Further potentials can be as follows:
Initially, the new model ensures optimization of identical manufacturing lines so that their performances increase while capital expenditure reduces. Finally, it becomes possible to apply this structure for non-identical manufacturing lines and flow assembly so that buffers with increased capacities or decentral storages are used as common buffer. So every buffer location can be allocated from each of the different products. The flow of products does not change and stays as it was before the combination of the single buffers. This means that a determined product in individual case must be only conveyed to a determined station (due to work plan). This includes the following advantages:
• Considerable saving of space required of buffers due to increase of buffer utilization.
• Possible using of storage techniques.
